Top-100
Longevity Leaders
Aging Analytics Agency’s 140-page open-access “Top-100 Longevity Leaders” report identifies 100
individuals influencing the direction and development of the Global Longevity Industry, giving readers
greater insight into what types of public and private-sector professionals are driving and directing this
multi-sector, rapidly rising industry as a whole, where its major sources of influence lie, and where to begin
in terms of building strategic alliances to promote a more synergetic trajectory of industry development.
Determining who are the most signiﬁcant leaders - including thought leaders - in a given industry is the key to
understanding and predicting the directions of its further development. This open-access report presents and classiﬁes
the Top-100 most inﬂuential Longevity Leaders who have contributed to the current state of maturity and mainstream
acknowledgement and acceptance of the global Longevity Industry. Its goal is to provide readers with an overall map of
the international leadership scene in the areas of geroscience research and development, personalised and preventive
medicine, AgeTech and Longevity policy and politics, to serve as an effective, useful and informative benchmarking tool
for forging successful strategic alliances.
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Conclusions Reached from the
Distribution of Longevity Leadership

In order to understand where the sources of
inﬂuence lie, and how to build eﬃcient
interdisciplinary teams able to deliver meaningful
milestones on the road to a fully developed global
Longevity Industry, it is crucial to analyze the
existing examples of accomplished leaders in this
area, as well as their backgrounds, technical
skill-sets, strengths, competencies, oﬃcial roles,
and the types of impact that they have on the
Longevity sphere in general.

It is apparent that the next roadblock in the further
development of the global Longevity Industry will be
surpassed only if the largest institutions active in
the domains of politics, science, and ﬁnance jointly
recognise Healthy Longevity as a substantial
opportunity and a solution to existing challenges,
and pull together in the same direction. Longevity
has already achieved mainstream recognition and
growth in the areas of media, science, and industry.
Government - and the development of tangible
national development strategies that emphasize
healthspan extension and the paradigm shift from
treatment to prevention represents the next great
frontier for the topic of Longevity. Progress in
biomedicine already has the global talent,
resources, and discipline it needs to continue to
grow. Therefore, the next major effort in growing the
Longevity sphere should be ensuring that the
diverse forms of leadership described in this
document continue work in each other’s favor, with
an ongoing increase in government involvement, to
execute the transformation of the problem of ageing
into the opportunity of Healthy Longevity.

The Longevity Industry is emerging at the
intersection of various disciplines. The market is
extremely dynamic, and its trends should be
investigated as quickly as possible. The Top-100
Longevity Leaders list includes experts who have
made various types of contributions towards
advancing Longevity in politics, media, industry and
scientiﬁc research. 40% of all participants are
primarily involved in research-related activities,
while 38% are directly involved in entrepreneurship,
and another 22% are involved with political and
media engagement.
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Top-100 Longevity Leaders Distribution by Region
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